FROM THE KITCHEN

MAINS

YAKITORI $9
CHICKEN THIGH, SCALLION, TARE

C.C.B. SAMMIE $14
FRIED CHICKEN THIGH, CAJUN SPICED BACON, PIMENTO CHEESE, CORN SALSA, SHREDDY LETTY

CRUNCH RAP SUPREME $13
BEEF BARBACOA, NACHO CHEESE, SHREDDY LETTY, TOMATOES, ONION CREMA, COTIJA, HOT SAUCE, CHIPOTLE-RANCH SAUCE
**VEGETARIAN OPTION AVAILABLE $11**

CHICAGO DOG $7
RELISH, PEPPERS, TOMATO AND CELERY SALT

NEW YORK DOG $7
MUSTARD, SAUERKRAUT

POUTINE PRSNL/$9 PRTY/$15
FRIES, CURDS, BROWN GRAVY
ADD .50/SM $1/LG. - CHIVES, MALT VINEGAR REDUCTION,
FROM THE KITCHEN

SNACKS

BARBACOA NACHOS $17
FRESH CORN CHIPS, BARBACOA BEEF, COTIJA, NACHO CHEESE
TOMATOES, CREMA, JALAPenos
**VEGETARIAN OPTION AVAILABLE $14**

JENGA TOTS $9
STACKED HOUSEMADE, FRIED TOTS, SMOKED PAPRIKA, GARLIC AIOLI

TASTY MOFO VEGGIES $13
TEMPURA FRIED MUSHROOMS, GREEN BEANS, SWEET POTATOES, GINGER
LEMONGRASS CHILI GLAZE, PEANUTS, SCALLION, CILANTRO, LIME

TRASHY BUT CLASSY $9
DEVILED EGGS, ONION SOUBISE, DIJON, SEA SALT &
VINEGAR FINGERLING CHIP, TROUT ROE

BEES NUTS $4
PEANUTS, CLOVER HONEY

SWEETS

GOLDEN GRAHAM BARS $4
RICE KRISPY TREATS BUT MAKE THEM S’MORES
GOLDEN GRAHAMS, MARSHMALLOW, CHOCOLATE, FLUFFY LOVE

COSMIC BROWNIES $4
LITTLE DEBBIE BUT MAKE THEM HOMEMADE
BROWNIE, CHOCOLATE GANACHE, STARLIGHT
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